Aims. To explore the role of titanium-and calcium-dust depletion in gas in and around galaxies we systematically study Ti/Ca abundance ratios in intervening absorption-line systems at low and high redshift. Methods. We investigate high-resolution optical spectra obtained by the UVES instrument at the Very Large Telescope (VLT) and spectroscopically analyze 34 absorption-line systems at z ≤ 0.5 to measure column densities (or limits) for Ca ii and Ti ii. We complement our UVES data set with previously published absorption-line data on Ti/Ca for redshifts up to z ≈ 3.8. Our absorber sample contains 110 absorbers including Damped Lyman α systems (DLAs), sub-DLAs, and Lyman-Limit systems (LLS). We compare our Ti/Ca findings with results from the Milky Way and the Magellanic Clouds and discuss the properties of Ti/Ca absorbers in the general context of quasar absorption-line systems.
Introduction
Systematic studies that are aiming at characterizing the chemical composition of gas and dust in the interstellar medium (ISM) and circumgalactic medium (CGM) in and around galaxies are crucial for our understanding of the formation and evolution of galaxies and their constituents.
Among the various observational strategies to measure the composition of the ISM the method of absorption spectroscopy in the ultraviolet (UV) and in the optical regime against bright background point sources stands out. It provides access to many diagnostic lines from low, intermediate, and high metal ions that can be used to explore the properties of gas in the ISM in a wide range of physical properties. In addition, from the observed deficiency of certain elements in the gas phase (commonly referred to as "depletion") one can conclude on the composition and distribution of interstellar dust grains in the ISM and their role in the complex astrochemical balance of star-forming sites in the Universe. In our own Galaxy, UV and optical absorption-line spectroscopy can be carried out against a large number of Galactic background stars near and far, providing a detailed insight into metal abundances of heavy elements in the multi-phase ISM and dust-depletion patSend offprint requests to: C. R. Guber e-mail: guber@astro.physik.uni-potsdam.de terns (for a review see Jenkins (2009) and Savage & Sembach (1996) ). For external galaxies beyond the Local Group, however, absorption-line spectroscopy of their ISM is limited to sightlines against extragalactic background sources, such as all sorts of active galactic nuclei (AGN; throughout the following we will use the term "QSO" for all types of AGN that can be used for absorption spectroscopy).
QSO absorption-line systems (QALS) with the highest hydrogen column densities (log N (H i) > 20.3) cause strongly saturated Lyman-alpha (Ly α) absorption in a QSO spectrum with prominent Lorentzian damping wings. Such systems therefore are called Damped-Ly α systems (DLAs). At low redshifts, DLAs most likely are associated to neutral gas in galactic discs and the inner halo regions of galaxies; they contain most of the neutral gas mass in the Universe (Prochaska et al. 2005) . In sequence of further decreasing H i-column densities QALS are called subdamped Ly α-systems (Ly α absorption line saturated but dominated by the Doppler-core), and Lyman-limit systems (LLS), because their N (H i) is sufficient to produce continuous absorption for all absorber-restframe wavelengths smaller or equal the (redshifted) ionization edge of H i. SubDLAs and LLS, which contain an increasing fraction of ionized gas, are believed to characteristically arise in the extended gaseous halos of galaxies. Because QSOs are ran- A&A proofs: manuscript no. ARXIVtest domly distributed across the sky and because the cross section of the neutral gas regions in and around galaxies is small, QSO absorption-line studies of neutral gas in galaxies at low z beyond the Local Group require a large QSO data sample to detect DLAs, sub-DLAs, and LLS at a number that allows us to study their properties at a statistically significant level.
Next to the many lines of low, intermediate and high metal ions that can be observed in the FUV and UV for lowredshift absorbers using space-based spectrographs (such as the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) on-board the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) there are a few absorption lines from metal ions in near-UV and in the blue part of the optical spectrum. Of particular interest for absorption studies of neutral gas and dust in and around galaxies at low redshifts (z ≤ 0.5) are the transitions from singlyionized calcium (Ca ii) and singly-ionized titanium (Ti ii). Both, Ca ii and Ti ii, have near ultraviolet (UV) transitions (see Table 2 ), which are shifted into the visible part of the spectrum for low-redshift absorbers. This makes absorption from these lines detectable for powerful ground-based instruments (such as the Ultraviolet and Visual Echelle Spectrograph (UVES) installed at the Very Large Telescope (VLT)) that provide spectral data with a resolution and signal-to-noise (S/N) that typically is substantially higher than that of space-based UV spectrographs. Both elements, Ca and Ti, have comparatively high dust condensation temperatures of T c 1.5 × 10 3 K 1 . Thus, when interstellar gas cools down to temperatures below T c , these elements are expected to belong to the elements that condense into the dust phase first. By coincidence, the ionization energy E ion for Ti ii nearly equals the one of neutral hydrogen. This means that both species live in the same interstellar gas phase. The ionization energy for Ca ii is slightly lower than for Ti ii and H i. For systems containing warm neutral gas, the true gas amount of Ca in the neutral gas phase may be larger than the one inferred from Ca ii.
Previous studies of Ti ii and Ca ii in the Milky Way, in the Small & Large Magellanic Cloud, and in intervening QALS at high redshift by Welty & Crowther (2010) indicate that in low-metallicity systems the Ti/Ca ratio is substantially raised compared to the Milky Way (Welty & Crowther 2010) . This trend can be explained by the lower metal and dust content and different gas/dust properties in such systems. In this scenario, the increase of Ti/Ca ratio with decreasing metallicity/dust abundance then reflects the distinct dust depletion properties of the elements Ti and Ca: while Ca appears to be severely depleted even in low-metallicity gas, strong Ti depletion appears to be relevant only for high-metallicity environments (see Welty & Crowther (2010) ). The dust-to-gas ratio and the ionizing radiation field (that strongly influences the abundance of Ca ii in predominantly neutral gas) can, however, vary substantially within gaseous structures in and around a galaxies (see Richter et al. (2011) ). For instance, the dust-depletion patterns found in diffuse clouds in the Milky Way halo are remarkably distinct from those found in the dense regions in the Milky Way disk with a more or less continuous transition between them (see Jenkins (2009) and Savage & Sembach (1996) ). A systematic study of Ti ii and 1 Tc for a specific element is the temperature below which 50 % of the total amount is condensed into the dust phase (Wasson 1995) .
Ca ii in QALS at low and high redshift and their relation to galaxies therefore not only holds the prospect of increasing our understanding of dust abundances and depletion patterns in the interstellar media of gas-rich galaxies. It also provides important information on the distribution and properties of neutral gas structures beyond the stellar disks in galaxies, such as in high-velocity clouds and in circumgalactic tidal gas streams (e.g., Fox et al. 2013 Fox et al. ,2014 Richter et al. 2014) .
In this study, we examine 34 low-z (z ≤ 0.5) Ca iiselected QALS observed with VLT/UVES to study their Ti ii abundance and the Ti ii/Ca ii ratios and investigate the gas and dust properties of the absorbers. We complement our data with literature information on Ti ii and Ca ii in the Milky Way, the Magellanic Clouds, and high-redshift absorbers. We further collect information about the column densities of H i and Zn ii in the absorbing systems, explore the association of absorbers with galaxies, study the ionization properties of Ti ii/Ca ii gas, and correlate the Ti ii/Ca ii ratios with other relevant quantities.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we shortly describe the observations, the spectral data and the analyzing methods. In Sect. 3 we discuss the absorption properties of the Ca ii/Ti ii systems and investigate important parameter correlations. A comparison between the absorber properties in our QSO sample and other, local Ca ii/Ti ii absorbing environments (Milky Way, Magellanic Clouds) is provided in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we model the ionization conditions in Ca ii/Ti ii absorbers. Finally, a summary of our study is given in Sect. 6.
Observations, data, and analyzing methods

UVES data
For our study we examined 34 high-resolution 2 ESO UVES/VLT spectra of QSOs (with emission redshifts predominantly higher than 0.5) for intervening Ca ii and Ti ii absorption at redshifts z ≤ 0.5. A example spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 . Information about the examined QSO is provided in Table 2 .
The study continues and extends our previous survey of intervening Ca ii absorbers at low redshift presented in Richter et al. (2011) . The UVES data are publically available in the ESO archive. Here we use data that have been extracted and pre-reduced as part of the SQUAD project (PI: M. Murphy) using a modified version of the UVES reduction pipeline. For more details on the data reduction and the procedure of identifying intervening Ca ii absorbers in the spectra see Richter et al. (2011) .
For the (independent) analysis of the absorbers we used the the ESO/MIDAS software executing the following steps. First, we used the absorber redshifts given in Richter et al. (2011) to create restframe-velocity plots of all lines of interest (i.e., the lines from Ca ii and Ti ii, but also lines from Na i and Mg ii; see Table 1 ). We then rejected all blended absorption lines (i.e., lines that exhibit an unexpected absorption behavior according to the known different oscillator strengths of the transitions). We re-normalized the spectra in the vicinity of every line of interest using low-order polynomials, determined the local signal to noise ratio (S/N ) vb per velocity bin ∆v pixel , and Example for velocity profiles of Ti ii and Ca ii in our UVES spectra, here for the absorber at z abs = 0.31273 towards J113007−14492. In this system, a multi-component structure is evident in both Ca ii as well as in Ti ii.
finally determined the observed equivalent width by a direct pixel integration. Within the sample the S/N per resolution element varies between 9 and 540. All the systems examined in this study show unsaturated Ca ii and Ti ii absorption in their respective transitions. Therefore, we use the apparent-optical depth (AOD) method (Savage & Sembach 1996) to derive column densities for the various ions from the various absorption lines. For each ion, we calculated the error-weighted mean column density from the values derived for each individual line
We computed the uncertainty of the error-weighted mean value for the case of no relevant systematic errors ("internal consistency"),
as well as the standard deviation of the weighted mean value ("external consistency") and rejected the smaller one of both error values. In case that at the wavelength of the (unblended) absorption line with the strongest oscillator strength no absorption feature is visible the determination of a 4σ upper limit (UL) for the column density is possible using the signal to noise ratio per resolution element (e.g., Tumlinson et al. (2002) , Richter et al. (2001) ) via the relation
where R = λ/∆λ is the spectral resolution, (S/N ) re the signal-to noise ration per resolution element, f the oscillator strength, and λ 0 the restframe wavelength of the transition.
Supplementary data
We supplement our own measurements with literature values of Ca ii and/or Ti ii column densities in 76 QALS at predominantly high (z > 1) redshifts, as compiled by Welty & Crowther (2010) . We also searched in the astrophysical database SIMBAD for galaxies within 2 Mpc that could be associated with the absorbers and derived corresponding impact parameters. To relate the observed Ti/Ca ratios in intervening metal absorbers to the overall metallicity of the absorbing gas, information on other observable metal ions are useful. Among the various weakly-ionized metal ions, the element zinc (Zn) is particularly important for this purpose. Compared with Ti and Ca, the depletion of Zn under normal interstellar conditions is expected to be very small and thus can be neglected (Savage & Sembach (1996) ; Timmes, Lauroesch & Truran (1995) ), although (Jenkins 2009 ) found evidence for mild Zn-depletions in dense interstellar conditions. With an ionization energy larger than that of H i singly-ionized zinc (Zn ii) is assumed to be the dominant ionization state in neutral interstellar gas. Therefore, the observed Zn ii/H i ratio serves as a robust measure for the absolute Zn abundance and the overall metallicity of the gas. For our study we therefore have collected all available information on the Zn abundances in the sample of Ti/Ca absorption systems from the literature.
Throughout the paper we use a ΛCDM cosmology with H 0 = 67.3 km s In this paper all column densities N are given in cm −2 , all 3-dimensional particle densities in cm −3 .
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Absorber properties and classification
To characterize the absorption properties of the systems in our sample we start our analysis by looking for correlations between the measured column densities of Ca ii, Ti ii, H i, and Zn ii. Our analysis strategy is summarized as follows. First, we divide our absorbers in different sub-samples, depending on whether Ti ii is detected or not. We then explore Ti/Ca-ratios in our absorption systems and compare them with previous measurements in the Milky Way and in the Magellanic Clouds (Sect. 3.1). For systems for which H i information is available we investigate the relation between Ca ii, Ti ii and the total neutral gas column density (Sect. 3.2). In Sect. 3.3 we explore the number density of intervening Ti ii-absorbers.
From our 34 absorption-line systems, 27 exhibit absorption in Ca ii, but only 5 show significant absorption in Ti ii. For all systems we have measured equivalent widths (equivalent-width limits) and column densities (columndensity limits) of Ca ii and/or Ti ii following the procedure outlined in Sect. 2. Because of the inhomogeneity of the absorber sample we divide our systems into different samples according to the detection/non-detection of the different metal ions: The absorbers considered in this study span a huge redshift range between z abs = 0.003 and 3.774. The redshiftdependence of the observed absorber properties will be discussed in Sect. 4.
Observed Ti/Ca ratios
In Fig. 2 we plot log N (Ti ii) vs. log N (Ca ii) for the absorbers in samples A and B.
For comparison, the Magellanic Cloud absorbers and high-redshift systems presented by Welty & Crowther For the Ca ii systems without known Ti ii column densities (sample B) the interpretation of the observed distribution of data points (=limits) is less straight-forward. All the examined systems were studied with high resolution spectra that have (in most cases) comparable signal-to-noise ratios. Therefore, one can expect to obtain similar upper limits for N (Ti ii) for most of the absorbers, independent of N (Ca ii). This indeed is the case: 75 % of the class 2 systems have upper limits (ul) of log N (Ti ii) ul ∈ [11 − 12]. Systems from sample B that have log N (Ca ii) < 12 do not provide useful information because their values for N (Ti ii) ul are so high, that they could have Ti/Ca ratios that are either lower, equal or larger than the solar reference value.
In contrast, for the systems in sample B that have log N (Ca ii) > 12 (especially the ones with log N (Ca ii) > 12.5) we can conclude that they exhibit Ti/Ca ratios that are comparable to or even lower than the solar one (see , where the uncertainty for the individual measurement is 0.21 dex and an uncertainty for the average value is 0.07 dex. Note that the individual values for sample B systems are only upper limits, so that the true mean value of this group is even lower than the mean value of upper limits [Ti/Ca] ul = 0.8. Although within sample B there might be a few systems with high Ti/Ca ratios belonging to Class 1, most of them exhibit Ti/Caratio limits that are more comparable to or even lower than the solar value (→ class 2). Except the one outlier sample A system with [Ti/Ca] ≈ 0, there is a one-toone correspondence between sample A absorbers and class 1 systems.
In the following sections, we will further investigate whether the separation into two different absorber classes is a result of the different dust (depletion) properties in the gas, or is caused by ionization effects, or by a combination of these two aspects.
Associated H i absorption
Only for a small sub-sample of the Ca ii/Ti ii systems in our sample literature values for the H i column densities (from their Ly α absorption and/or 21 cm emission) are available (see Tables A.1 & A. 3 for corresponding references).
In Fig. 4 we show the H i column density dependence for N (Ca ii) (left panel) and N (Ti ii) (right panel) for absorbers in samples A and B. There are a number of interesting trends visible that can be summarized as follows:
1. For both, Ca ii and Ti ii systems from sample A the column densities increase with increasing N (H i). The relation for Ti ii is relatively tight, while for Ca ii there is considerable scatter. From a fit of the data points we derive a slope of A = 0.198 ± 0.077 (offset n = 8.3 ± 1.6) for the relation log N (Ca ii) = A log N (H i) + n and B = 0.404 ± 0.031 (offset m = 4.00 ± 0.65) for the relation log N (Ti ii) = B log N (H i) + m.
For a given N (H i) the column densities of Ca ii and
Ti ii (sample A) are substantially larger than typically observed in the Milky Way. The corresponding offsets are ∼ +0.4 dex for Ca ii and ∼ +0.9 dex for Ti ii (see Richter et al. (2011 ) & Welty & Crowther (2010 ). 3. The slopes of the above given fits for both QALS and Milky Way clouds are much smaller than unity. This trend indicates decreasing Ca/H and Ti/H ratios in the gas phase for increasing N (H i), a typical signature of column-density dependent dust depletion. In addition, the different slopes of Ca ii and Ti ii suggest that Ti/Ca in the gas phase is increasing for increasing N (H i), a signature for non-uniform differential depletion properties of these two elements; this aspect will be further investigated below. 4. The Ti ii upper limits of the systems in sample B (presumably class 2 absorbers) are in contradiction to the Ti ii column densities in sample A (class 1; Fig. 4 ). All the absorbers in sample B have log[N (Ti ii)] < 11.8, even for comparatively high N (H i). This trend supports our previously outlined scenario in which the absorbers can be separated into two sub-classes: absorbers with comparatively high Ti/Ca ratios ([Ti/Ca] > ∼ 1) (class 1), that also have high Ti ii/H i ratios, and absorbers with low Ti/Ca ratios ([Ti/Ca] ≈ 0) (class 2), that also have low Ti ii/H i ratios.
As mentioned above, the observed trends for Ca ii/H i and Ti ii/H i in our survey indicate non-uniform differential dust depletions for Ca and Ti in the absorbing gas environments. To further investigate this aspect in If we plot [Ti/Ca] directly against log N (H i) (Fig. 6) , we see this trend directly for sample A/class 1 systems, where the [Ti/Ca]-H i relation can be well fitted linearly with a slope of +0.282 ± 0.083. Systems in sample B show a different behavior than sample A/class 1 systems and do not all lay on or above the trend for class 1 systems.
Number density of intervening Ti ii absorbers
Only five out of the 34 originally selected Ca ii absorbers at z < 0.5 from the sample of 270 (304) QSOs presented in (Richter et al. 2011) show associated Ti ii absorption (see Table A .1), suggesting that intervening Ti ii absorbers The distribution of the class 2 systems can't be described by this fit.
in the local Universe are very rare. This is, however, not surprising at all in view of the substantially lower cosmic abundance of Ti compared to Ca (log (Ti/H) = −7.05 vs. log (Ca/H) = −5.66; Asplund et al. (2009)) and the relatively small oscillator strengths of the available Ti ii transitions compared to the Ca ii H&K lines (Table 1) . Thus, for a typical detection limit of log N (Ti ii) = 12.0 in UVES data and a typical metallicity of ≤ 0.1 solar, one requires a neutral gas column as large as log N (H i) > 20, even if the dust depletion of Ti is zero. Ti ii-absorbing systems that do not show significant Ca ii absorption are not expected to exist (except Ca ii is blended by other lines or is located outside the observable wavelength range). The detection of Ti ii in an intervening absorber thus depends on three parameters: the total gas column density, the overall metallicity, and the depletion of Ti into dust grains.
All five Ti ii absorbers in the UVES data sample analyzed in this study represent class 1 absorbers with high Ti ii/Ca ii ratios (Table A.1) spanning a column density range of log N (Ti ii) = 11.8 − 13.0. Based on the distribution of S/N in UVES data set (described in detail by Richter et al. (2011) ) and using equation 1 together with at atomic data of the available Ti ii transitions ( Table 1) we calculate that all the 270 selected UVES spectra from the Ca ii survey of (Richter et al. 2011 ) are sensitive to Ti ii column densities of log N (Ti ii) ≥ 12.0, where the total redshift path to detect Ca ii/Ti ii systems in these spectra is ∆z = 89.15. Four out of the five Ti ii absorbers have Ti ii column densities above this limit, so that we derive a number density of intervening Ti ii absorbers with log N (Ti ii) ≥ 12.0 at z < 0.5 of dN /dz = 4/270 = 0.045 ± 0.023.
Because of a potential selection bias in the UVES absorber sample (see the detailed discussion in Richter et al. (2011) ) this value might be overestimated by up to 40 per cent, so that the true number density might be even lower. If we correct for this bias and reduce the number density by 40 per cent we obtain dN /dz = 0.027 ± 0.017.
This value now can be compared to the number density of sub-DLAs and DLAs absorbers at low redshift. Three of the low-redshift absorbers in our UVES sample are highcolumn density systems with log N (H i) > 20.1 (while for the fourth system no information on log N (H i) is available). All but one of the high-redshift Ti ii absorbers with log N (Ti ii) ≥ 12.0 compiled by Welty & Crowther (2010) have log N (H i) > 20.1, suggesting that Ti ii absorption at this column-density level typically arises in DLAs and highcolumn density sub-DLAs (see Table A2 in the Appendix).
From the 21 cm H i mass function in the local Universe Zwaan et al. (2005) derives dN /dz = 0.060 for absorbers with log N (H i) > 20.1, a number density that is 2.2 times higher than the estimated dN /dz(Ti ii) = 0.027 at low redshift. From this we conclude that only ∼ 45 per cent of high-column density sub-DLAs and DLAs exhibit Ti ii absorption with log N (Ti ii) ≥ 12.0. On the other hand, for more than half (∼ 55 per cent) of such absorbers the combined effect of low metallicity and dust depletion leads to a reduction of Ti in the gas phase in these systems by at least 1 dex when compared to the solar Ti reference abundance (20.10 − 12.00 − 7.05 = 1.05; see above).
In Sect. 4.2.2 we will further explore the degeneracy between metallicity and dust depletion effects in these absorption systems by considering absorption-line measurements of interstellar zinc.
Preliminary interpretation of observed trends
The various trends presented in the previous sub-sections demonstrate that the Ca/Ti absorbers in our sample trace a broad range of gaseous environments in the inner and outer regions of galaxies and in the circumgalactic environment. The sub-division on the absorbers into two different classes (class 1 and class 2) is justified in view of the different behavior of these two absorber classes concerning the observed Ca ii/Ti ii and Ti ii/H i ratios (see previous section). Since Ti ii and H i have identical ionization potentials, the different trends for Ti ii/H i for the two classes must originate in different dust-depletion properties and/or Ti abundances in the two absorber classes. If dust is (primarily) responsible for the observed trends, then class-1 absorbers trace optically thick gaseous regions in and around galaxies that have substantially less dust depletion of Ti than class-2 systems. The apparent lack of dust depletion in class-1 systems may be related to a different size or composition of dust grains in such environments (see, e.g., Draine (2003) ) or simply caused by a lower dust-to-gas ratio. From the discussion in the previous section on the observed number density of Ti ii-absorbing systems at low redshift follows that possibly half of the high-column density sub-DLAs and DLAs with log N (H i) > 20.1 may belong to this category of absorbers.
Because of the steeper decline of [Ca/H] with H i the effect of dust depletion in the absorption systems is more severe for Ca, a trend that is well known for Milky Way gas (Savage & Sembach 1996) . However, also photo-ionization affects the gas-phase abundance of singly-ionized Ca in interstellar gas, owing to the fact that the ionization potential of Ca ii is smaller than that of H i. For the interpretation of the observed Ca/Ti ratios in the absorbers with respect to the nature and origin of the gas (for instance, disk gas vs. halo gas), a detailed photoionization modeling therefore is required. Such a modeling will be presented in Sect. 5. 
Comparison with Ca/Ti/H observations in other environments
Milky Way and the Magellanic Clouds
In the Milky Way ISM, the measured Ca ii/Ti ii ratios imply [Ti/Ca] ratios that are typically far below the ones seen in QALS, with a mean value of about [Ti/Ca] = −0.9 (e.g., Hunter et al. (2006) ). The absolute depletion of Ti in the Milky Way ISM varies between ∼ 1.3 dex for warm, diffuse gas and ∼ 3.0 for cold, dense gas, if the ζ Ophiuchi cloud is taken as reference (see Savage & Sembach 1996) . In the Magellanic Clouds, the typical depletion of Ti into dust grains appears to be significantly smaller than in the Milky Way (see Welty & Crowther (2010) and references therein), indicating a lower dust-to-gas ratio and/or different grain properties. When plotting log N (Ti ii) vs. log N (Ca ii) in our sample, class-1 absorbers follow the trend seen in the Magellanic Clouds, while the data points (=limits) for class-2 systems are in accordance with the trend seen in the Milky Way (see Fig. 2 ). To further compare the observed trends in QALS with those in the Milky Way (MW) and the Magellanic (Fig. 4) . Also here it is evident that the QALS in sample A are much closer to the SMC data points than to the data points in the Milky Way, indicating that the depletion of Ti and Ca into dust grains is substantially smaller in QSALs than in the Milky Way on a level that is comparable to the one in the SMC. This behavior most likely reflects a lower (average) dustto-gas ratio in these systems and/or a larger fraction (cross section) of warm, diffuse gas in which the dust depletion is expected to be generally smaller than in cold, dense gas (see above).
If most QALS typically have depletion properties similar to the SMC rather than similar to the Milky Way, this aspect needs to be considered in the interpretation of the observed abudances of dust-depleted elements in QALS. In fact, as pointed out by Welty & Crowther (2010), comparing the abundance trends in intervening absorbers with the depletion pattern of heavy elements in the Milky Way ISM may lead to inappropriate conclusions about the dust content and enrichment history of these systems. In contrast to Ti, the portion of Zn, which is depleted into dust grains can be expected to be comparatively small. Therefore [Ti/Zn] can be treated as a good indicator of dust depletion. Also because of this [Zn/H] is a good indicator for the metallicity of the observed system. This plot shows that on average dust depletion is more severe in systems with higher metallicity.
Other intervening absorption-line systems
Systems for which no Ca column densities or upper limits are available obviously cannot be used to study Ti/Ca ratios in intervening absorbers. However, these systems can be used to test the above-stated hypothesis that the Ti depletion is more severe for increasing metallicity of the gas.
Ti-absorbers without Ca information
In Fig. 8 we show the column densities for Ti ii over H i (upper panel) and [Ti/H] over H i (lower panel) for the 51 predominantly high-redshift absorbers from the list of Welty & Crowther (2010), for which there is no information on the Ca ii column density. These systems are listed in Table  A .2 in the Appendix. Although there is remarkable scatter in the plots, these high-redshift systems predominantly follow the same trends for Ti ii over H i as the Ca ii-selected systems from sample A/class 1, as presented in Sect. 3.2 (Fig. 8, solid red lines) . From this we conclude that the initial Ca ii selection criterion for the low-redshift absorbers in our UVES sample apparently does not introduce a bias into the distribution of Ti ii/H i ratios in our absorber sample.
General metallicity dependency of dust depletion
To further investigate the relation between dust-depletion of Ca and Ti and the overall metal abudance in the absorbers we consider supplementary information on singlyionized Zn (see Sect. 2). The Zn ii column densities are listed in Table A .2 in the Appendix.
In Fig. 9 we plot the [Ti/Zn] ratio as a function of the Zn abundance [Zn/H] (i.e., the metallicity) of the absorbers. The trend seen in this figure indicates that the depletion of Ti increases for increasing metallicity, possibly because of an increase of the dust-to-gas ratio for increasing metallicity. The scatter is substantial but not surprising, because dust depletion not only depends on the overall metallicity of the gas, but also on other physical parameters, such as densities, temperatures and the strengths of the interstellar radiation fields (e.g., Draine (2003)). Fig. 10 shows a clear trend for decreasing metallicity with increasing H i column density. For DLAs this trend is well-known (e.g., Khare et al. (2007) ). Both dependencies put together lead to a weak trend of less severe dust depletion for increasing hydrogen column density.
For Galactic sightlines exactly the opposite trend is observed (Welty & Crowther 2010) . This is because the absorbing gas clouds in the Milky Way have similar metallicities and so indeed depletion is more severe for increasing N (H i), because, on average, gas volume densities increase with increasing N (H i)
3 . In our sample of extragalactic absorbers, in contrast, we sample multiple arbitrary sightlines through different (unrelated) optically thick gas environments and each absorber (i.e., each data point) is characterized by its own metallicity and dust properties (sightline averaged). The distribution of data points for the intervening data points further depends strongly on the cross section of the absorbing gas environments. Obviously, lowmetallicity, high-column density neutral gas regions have a larger absorption cross section than high-metallicy environments with somewhat lower neutral gas columns.
Unfortunately, the derived parameters for the class 1 systems include column densities for either H i or Zn ii, but not both species together. Only for one class 1 system we know N (H i) and a lower limit for N (Zn ii). Ta Thus, if absorbers in sample A (=class 1) and sample C have similar dust properties (as suggested by the similarly high [Ti/Zn] ratios) and both samples belong to class 1 systems, the observed trend is in line with our previous suggestion, namely that class 1 systems typically represent metal-and dust-poor gas environments where the Ti depletion is much less severe than for Ca, so that the observed Ti/Ca ratios are relatively high. Although our data do not confirm metallicity as the only parameter determining the dust depletion, the observed systematic differences 
Redshift dependency of abundance and depletion properties
Here we shortly discuss the redshift dependency of the metallicity and titanium dust depletion in our absorber sample. In Fig. 11 we have plotted the Zn abundance in the individual absorbers as a function of z (black filled circles). The distribution of data points exhibits substantial scatter.
To explore the global trend we binned every seven systems, calculated the average values of the metallicity ([Zn/H]) and redshift and fitted a reciprocal function (red stars and red solid line). One can see that, on average, the metallicity decreases with increasing redshift (see also Rafelski et al. (2012) ). While the mean Zn abundance in the absorbers decreases with increasing redshift, Fig. 12 shows that Ti dust depletion (as indicated by the Ti/Zn ratio) has no striking redshift dependence, but instead scatters with ∼ 2.5 dex. There is a weak tendency for very low-redshift systems having (on average) a lower Ti/Zn ratio (i.e., a larger Ti depletion), which would be in line with the higher average metallicity of low-z and the presumably higher dust content. This trend becomes significant, if the upper limits for Ti/Zn (blue arrows) are taken into account.
Such a large scatter for Ti/Zn is not surprising because the dust content is not only a function of the global metallicity of the absorbers (which itself exhibits a huge spread; see above), but also depends on other parameters such as local gas density, temperature, and strength of the interstellar radiation field. Fig. 13 shows that for most of the systems for which information on the number of components (N comp. ), the restframe velocity width of the Ca ii absorption (∆v), as well as the H i column density is available there is a correlation between these parameters: ∆v increases with an increas-ing component number and both parameters increase for increasing log N (H i). These trends hold for both, class 1 and class 2 systems. Obviously, the (predominantly neutral) gas phase traced by Ca ii is kinematically more complex in high-column density systems than in low-column density absorbers (see also Richter et al. (2011) ).
The role of absorber kinematics and impact parameters
Less clear is the dependence of the parameters N comp. , ∆v, log N (H i), [Ca/H], and [Ti/Ca] on the impact parameters d of the absorbers to their host galaxies (Fig. A.2) . Only for a few systems information on d is available, so that we refrain from drawing any conclusions from these plots.
Notes on nucleosynthetic aspects
Out of the three examined elements, Ca, Ti, and Zn, only Ca is a true alpha element, meaning that the most abundant isotope 40 Ca, with a natural relative abundance of ∼ 97 %, is a direct result of the so called alpha-process. Alpha elements or isotopes, respectively, are built up by the addition of α-particles during the last phase of a massive stars life, and their nuclei consist of an integer multiple of an α-particle. Alpha elements mainly are produced during or short before core-collapse supernovae. Although not a direct member of the alpha process, many authors (e.g., Welty & Crowther (2010)) claim an abundance pattern for Ti similar to α elements. On the other hand, zinc and iron trace each other (Timmes, Lauroesch & Truran (1995) and references therein), making Zn an element with an abundance pattern similar as an iron peak element. These elements typically are formed during thermonuclear fusions in Type-1 supernovae.
As a consequence, not only the overall (absolute) metallicities of the examined absorption systems typically are substantially different from the local ISM value, but also the relative abundances of Ca, Ti, and Zn may be other than what is indicated by the solar reference values (Asplund et al. 2009 ). This aspect needs to be kept in mind when interpreting the column densities of the above listed ions in intervening absorption-line systems.
Ionization modeling
Model setup
As mentioned earlier, the ionization potential of Ca ii is smaller than that of H i. As a result, in neutral regions the amount of Ca ii in the gas phase might be much smaller than the total amount of Ca. To investigate ionization effects for singly-ionized Ca (and for the other two ions, Ti ii and Zn ii) and their impact on the observed ion ratios in our absorbers we modeled the ionization conditions in the gas using ionization code Cloudy C13.1 (Ferland et al. 2013) . Gas absorbers are modeled as plane-parallel slabs of constant neutral columns that are illuminated by an external ionizing radiation field. The big unknown in the modeling setup is the shape and intensity of the UV radiation field that critically determines the ionization balance between Ca ii and Ca iii in diffuse neutral gas. Cloudy offers several options to pre-define the ionizing radiation field. We here consider two different modeling setups with different radiation fields, which we refer to "halo-model" and "disk-model" in the following. For both models we select the following initial conditions for our Cloudy grids: Example of a Cloudy-model output: logarithm of (ion)-column densities as a function of the log of the hydrogen density for a halo-like system with log N (H i) = 19.5 and a temperature of 5000 K. The column densities N are given in cm −2 , the density n in cm −3 .
-Cosmic microwave background at z = 0.5, -Cosmic ray background, -Gas temperature grid with T /10 3 K ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 20}, -H i column-density grid with log [N (H i)/cm −2 ] ∈ {19.5, 20.5, 21.5, 22.5}, -Solar reference abundances given by Asplund et al. (2009) , and -Standard ISM-grain properties (grains ISM command).
Note that included grains ISM option does not affect the gas-phase abundances of the elements included in the dust grains, i.e., dust depletion effects are not included in the model. Also note that the true relative abundances may differ from the solar values and also the dust grain composition may be different from the composition assumed via the grains ISM command. This may lead to further uncertainties in the assumed model.
The ionizing radiation field in the disk model is based on the local, unextinguished interstellar Galactic radiation field of Black (1987) (via table ISM command) . The halomodel, in contrast, assumes the Haardt & Madau (2005) extragalactic UV background field (via the table HM05 command) normalized at z = 0.3. For comparison, the spectral energy distribution of both background fields are shown in Fig. A.1 in the Appendix.
Modeling results
As an illustration for a typical Cloudy output in Fig. 14 we show the model predictions for the column densities of the relevant ionization states of H, Ca, Ti, and Zn as a function of the gas density for an absorber that is exposed to the extragalactic UV field (halo-model).
For the two model grids (disk model, halo model) we investigate, under which conditions the considered metal ions (singly-ionized Ca, singly-ionized Ti, singly-ionized Zn) represent the dominant ionization states in the gas. In particular, we constrain the critical hydrogen density log n crit that separates from each other the dominant ionization states for H, Ca, Ti, and Zn in their characteristic gas phases. In Figs. 15 and 16 we show the resulting values for n crit for Ca ii as contours in the N (H i)/T phase space.
The main results from the Cloudy calculation for the two model-grids can be summarized as follows:
Disk model: the critical hydrogen density n crit for which N (H i) = N (H ii) and N (Ca ii) = N (Ca iii), respectively, turns out to be independent of the gas temperature. For hydrogen, log n crit increases smoothly with decreasing N (H i). For Ca, in contrast, log n crit falls steeply for log N (H i) > 21.5. The disk model indicates that hydrogen is predominantly neutral for all log n H > 0. Ca ii is expected to be the dominant Ca ion for all log N (H i) > 22, while Ca iii is dominant for all log N (H i) < 21.5. Ti ii or Zn ii represent the dominant Ti-and Zn-ions, respectively, in the entire parameter phase space. Halo model: for gas temperatures above 1.5 × 10 4 K hydrogen is predominantly ionized, while for temperatures below 1.2 × 10 4 K hydrogen is predominately neutral. Only for temperatures below 12 × 10 3 K and densities log n H > 0 Ca ii is expected to be the dominant ionization state of Ca in these environments, while Ca iii dominates for gas that is warmer and/or more diffuse. As for the disk model, Ti ii or Zn ii are the dominant ions in the entire parameter phase space.
In conclusion, the Cloudy model grids suggest that the interpretation of Ca ii column densities and ion ratios that include Ca ii in individual absorbers is problematic without knowing the exact local physical conditions. For singlyionized Ti and Zn, in contrast, the local physical conditions are less important and thus the observed Ti ii and Zn ii column densities provide robust measures for the gas-phase abundances of these elements in predominantly neutral gas regions.
Despite these theoretical uncertainties for the interpretation of Ca ii (either as dominant or non-dominant ion) in individual intervening absorption systems, the observed relation between Ca ii/H i and H i (Fig. 4) indicates that the analysis of Ca ii in a large-enough sample does provide useful information on the dust depletion properties in such systems if compared to other observable ions that co-exist with singly-ionized Ca in the same gas phase.
Summary
In this paper we have studied dust depletion of Ti and Ca in gas in and around galaxies by analyzing Ti/Ca abundance ratios in intervening absorption-line systems at low and high redshift.
First, we have investigated high-resolution optical spectra obtained by UVES/VLT and spectroscopically analyzed 34 absorption-line systems at z abs ≤ 0.5 to measure column densities (or limits) for Ca ii and Ti ii. Secondly, We have complemented our UVES data set with previously published absorption-line data on Ti/Ca for redshifts up to z ≈ 3.8 and created an absorber sample containing more than 100 absorbers including DLAs, sub-DLAs, and LLS.
Our study suggests that there are two distinct populations of Ti/Ca absorbing systems with either high or low Ti/Ca ratios. We refer to these two populations as "class 1" and "class 2" absorbers, respectively, Class 1 absorbers are characterized by i) relatively high Ti/Ca-ratios ([Ti/Ca] +1.0), ii) relatively low metallicities ([Zn/H] −1.0), iii) and relatively mild Ti-dustdepletion values ([Ti/Zn] > −0.8). In class 1 absorbers, Ti/Ca] appears to increase with increasing N (H i), implying that dust depletion becomes progressively more important for Ca compared to Ti in systems with large neutral gas columns. The simultaneous significant detection of both ions, Ca ii & Ti ii, is a good indicator for observing a class 1 system. Class 1 systems obviously represent metal-poor gas absorbers with relatively low dust content.
In contrast to class 1 systems, class 2 absorbers typically have higher metallicities ([Zn/H] 0.0) and a higher dust-to-gas ratio. Here, the Ti depletion reaches similar values as for Ca, leading to systemaically lower Ti/Ca-ratios From our Cloudy ionization model grids we conclude that Ti ii & Zn ii are the dominant ionization states of Ti & Zn in neutral gas within a broad range of physical conditions. For Ca, however, the Cloudy models predict a strong dependency of the ionization fraction of singly-and double-ionized Ca on the local physical conditions. Therefore, ionization effects and dust depletion effects are difficult to disentangle for Ca ii in individual absorbers without information on other depleted and undepleted species.
The Ti/Ca ratios in class 1 systems are very similar to those observed in the LMC and SMC, but are substantially higher than what is found in the Milky Way ISM. This trend is in line with the above stated conclusion that class 1 systems with high Ti/Ca ratios trace dust-and metaldeficient gas environments in and around galaxies.
Our study suggests that the Ti/Ca ratio in intervening absorption systems may be used as indicator for the metaland dust-content of intervening absorbers. This might be of relevance in particular for those low-redshift systems for which direct information on the metallicity cannot be obtained due to the lack of UV spectral data that would give access to the Lyman series of H i. In addition, future studies on Ti/Ca in intervening absorbers in combination with supplementary data on galaxy impact parameters for a largeenough absorber/galaxy sample hold the prospect to boost our understanding of the distribution of dust in the inner and outer regions of galaxies. whether it is a class 1 or 2 system. We expect systems with [Ti/Ca] < 0.5 to be class 2 systems. Article number, page 15 of 17 A&A proofs: manuscript no. ARXIVtest 
